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    	Technologies
	Alteryx
	Anaplan
	AWS
	Tableau
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  AWS & Keyrus























  
  








  Keyrus is an AWS cloud analytics consulting partner who pairs deep expertise in cloud migrations, DevOps, and cybersecurity with a unique focus on data and analytics. 
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  Advanced Tier Partner
5 Professional Solution Architects
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  30+ Certifications
7 Specialty Certifications in Security & Data Analytics























  
  










  
    Get in Touch
  




 




  How We Help























  
  








  + Data Analytics
Solve your most challenging problems in data and analytics with AWS.























  
  









  + Cloud, DevOps & Security
Leverage AWS to secure your data assets and make sure your data is protected and confidential.























  
  









  + Migrations
Move your analytics to the cloud to reduce costs and make it easier to scale your business.























  
  















  Data Analytics
The AWS data analytics stack allows companies to utilize the systems and the data that they already have in AWS and analyze that with a complete suite of cohesive AWS services, rather than weaving together a portfolio of products from different vendors. 
As Keyrus has built many modern data platforms in the cloud, we have acquired two accredited practices with AWS: QuickSight and Redshift.
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                How Premier Brands of America Uses QuickSight to Make Better, Data-Driven Decisions
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  QuickSight
Amazon QuickSight is a cloud-native, serverless, business intelligence with native ML integrations and usage-based pricing, allowing insights for all users.
Keyrus’ QuickSight Service Delivery Program helps clients leverage QuickSight to see tangible business results. Learn more about how we helped Premier Brands of America use QuickSight to quickly analyze sales growth of products and brands, and how its consumption-based pricing significantly reduces costs.
Coming soon: QuickSight quick-start for Salesforce

Redshift
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                The Benefits of Using Amazon Redshift as Your Cloud Data Warehouse
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  Amazon Redshift is one of the fastest and most widely used cloud data warehouses in the industry. 
A cloud data warehouse enables and supports your team's business intelligence activities by acting as a curated central repository of information. BI tools function best on top of this type of "single source of truth" data layer.
Learn how Atlas Machine & Supply uses Redshift to facilitate automatic internal reporting. 























  
  










  Amazon RDS
With Amazon RDS (Relational Database Service), you gain the power to streamline database operations, enhance scalability, and ensure unparalleled reliability. Our expert consultants specialize in tailoring Amazon RDS solutions to your unique needs, whether it's optimizing performance, managing backups, or automating routine tasks. Experience the future of database management with us and let Amazon RDS pave the way for your data-driven success.
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                Using AWS Services to Optimize Machine Learning Model Development
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  Cloud, DevOps & Security
Cloud
Cloud data and digital platforms have the potential to overhaul the way data are being translated into value, while bringing scalability and flexibility to a next level.
DevOps
DevOps removes barriers between siloed development and operations teams, enabling continuous delivery, a shortened development cycle, and higher quality results.
Security
Protect your assets with strong cybersecurity measures that will identify vulnerabilities, quantify risks, and organize risk governance.























  
  















  Migrate to the Cloud
Data storage, transformation, visualization, and analytics can all be cloud-native tasks, allowing your business to focus on operations instead of infrastructure.
Migrating one or more of your BI tools to the cloud is a great way to get started on your cloud journey. Insights and analytics produce business value quickly, making this a high impact and low risk initiative that can set the foundation for future success in the cloud.
Download our informational one pager to learn more about migrating your BI tool to the cloud.
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                Get a free Well-Architected Review



              

              
                Keyrus will work with you to conduct a free AWS Well-Architected Review, evaluating architectures for high-risk issues, and then making recommendations and offering improvement plans that are based on AWS Well-Architected best practices.
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    Get Started with AWS
  




 




  Keyrus & AWS Customer Stories
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